Cellular Force Microscopy to Measure Mechanical Forces in Plant Cells.
Cellular force microscopy (CFM) is a noninvasive microindentation method used to measure plant cell stiffness in vivo. CFM is a scanning probe microscopy technique similar in operation to atomic force microscopy (AFM); however, the scale of movement and range of forces are much larger, making it suitable for stiffness measurements on turgid plant cells in whole organs. CFM experiments can be performed on living samples over extended time periods, facilitating the exploration of the dynamics of processes involving mechanics. Different sensor technologies can be used, along with a variety of probe shapes and sizes that can be tailored to specific applications. Measurements can be made for specific indentation depths, forces and timing, allowing for very precise mechanical stimulation of cells with known forces. High forces with sharp tips can also be used for mechanical ablation of cells with force feedback.